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In Brief

Unmistakably scripted by Preston Sturges (stout tycoon falls down stairs; 'I see
you're down early today, sir' remarks the imperturbable butler), this irresistible
screwball comedy with a dash of Wall Street satire has the penniless Arthur and
the pompous Arnold meet cute when his wife's fur coat (thrown out of the
window in a marital spat) falls on her head. Subsequently assumed to be the
tycoon's mistress and encouraged to live on credit in an extravagance beyond
anyone's wildest dreams, she is brought down from her cloud by falling for the
poor boy met in an automat diner (Milland), who ironically turns out in best
fairytale tradition to be the tycoon's son. Directed by Leisen with his airy elegance,
his infallible eye for decor (the outrageous splendours of the hotel suite in which
Arthur is installed have to be seen to be believed), and injections of slapstick which
must have given Sturges ideas when he came to direct his own movies (in
particular the custard-pie food riot in the automat), it is a delight.

- Tom Milne, Time Out Film Guide

1937 | US | 88 min.

Inventor, writer and director Preston Sturges was, without a doubt, one of
the brightest, funniest and most original entertainers in motion picture
history. As a storyteller he was blessed with a very distinctive style wherein he
blended savvy social satire into a sparkling romantic comedy soufflé, but with
the sort of frankness not common to stories of that period (or many others,
for that matter). Most importantly, he brought a common-man’s lowbrow
sensibility to the pictures and was never afraid to add (when required) healthy
dollops of slapstick to his deliciously varied concoctions reminiscent of the
prat-falling-pie-in-the-face Mack Sennett variety.

As a writer-director, his style truly had no equal – he was one of a kind. And
that, of course, is why it’s always fun and interesting to watch the movies he
wrote, but didn’t actually direct. Watching them, they still feel like Sturges
pictures, but they’re definitely missing those two key ingredients that announced his authorship (or for those so pretentiously inclined
– auteur) with a capital “A”.

But before we get to those two ingredients or, if you’ll allow, two delectable, uh … “sturgeons”, let us briefly examine the elements
of the trademark Sturges narrative in “Easy Living” – as bright and wonderful a picture as any he would eventually write AND direct,
but instead directed by the somewhat reserved, though visually savvy and definitely classy Mitchell Leisen.

In “Easy Living” we’re introduced to business tycoon J. B. Ball, the Bull of Broad Street (played by Edward Arnold in one of his trademark
renditions of boardroom royalty) who is disgusted (in spite of his wealth) that his wife has purchased yet another expensive fashion
garment, a gorgeously opulent mink coat. In anger, Ball hurls the coat out the window of their suite high above the lowly street and
it sails down and lands – plop – on the head of junior magazine editor Mary Smith (the bubbly, gorgeous Jean Arthur). This is about
the only manna from Heaven in Mary’s life as she’s had to make her own way on her own steam, which, of course, is only appropriate
when she falls for a klutzy, well meaning young man called John (a handsome, charming and very young Ray Milland) who works in
an automat diner and conspires to provide Mary with a free meal as she’s down to her last nickel. John is, of course, no mere working
class klutz – he’s none other than John (J.B.) Ball JUNIOR!!!

Yes, in grand romantic comedy tradition, the son of the Bull of Broad Street (trying to make his own way in the world rather than
relying on his Dad’s money and power) falls for the woman who was the unwitting recipient of J.B. Ball Senior’s extravagant window-
toss. The burgeoning romance finds its way rather innocently (in truth), but scandalously (on the surface) behind the closed doors of
a grand hotel owned by the impresario-styled-chef-turned-hotelier Louis Louis (the hilariously overwrought Luis Alberni) who is in
deep debt to none other than J.B. Ball Senior. Louis, using a sleazy gossip columnist, creates a controversy that results in an explosion
of business for his faltering hotel, but also results in the typical all-hell-breaking-loose series of events that such a story demands.

Will the love of John Jr. and Mary survive? Will John Sr. come to respect his son and cut his wife some slack? Will Louis get his grand
hotel back? The answers to these questions are probably obvious, but the ride getting there is a delightful one indeed.
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As noted earlier, Mitchell Leisen is a class director all the way. He brings a kind of
elegant panache to the text that is all his own. He hangs back with beautifully
composed frames and a marvelous sense of height (those who mistake widescreen as
the only way to make the most of a motion picture frame need to spend more time
studying someone like Leisen or William Wyler or Clarence Brown or F.W. Murnau or
James Whale or, uh … Orson Welles or any other visual stylists who knew how to make
the most out of that magnificent standard frame aspect ratio). In fact, one wishes
Leisen had had a shot directing some of the sparkling MGM comedies like “Dinner at
Eight” or “Ninotchka” – not that there’s anything wrong with those great pictures OR
their direction, but Leisen’s sensibilities seem so suited to them that one can almost
imagine what might have been more (or at least equally) magnificent with his visual
elegance. Leisen’s trademarks not only included his fine eye, but a nice even pace and
a restraint – one might even say “good taste” – when it came to capturing visual
humour.

This, of course leads us back to the two “sturgeons” we began with at an earlier
juncture in this review since it is entirely conceivable that “Easy Living” would have
been a very different picture if Sturges had directed it himself. The picture is Sturges all
the way in terms of content, but the two elements it doesn’t have are the break-neck
pace of dialogue delivery – Sturges had his actors delivering their dialogue so quickly
it made, for example, Howard Hawks’ dialogue delivery seem snail-paced – and a manic
quality that occasionally bordered on utter insanity – the Coen Brothers have tried to
emulate this, but only half-succeeded in “Raising Arizona”. The lowbrow slapstick of
the automat sequence in “Easy Living”, which begins with romance and ends in
pratfalls, is a perfect place to compare Sturges and Leisen’s styles. In terms of content
– it’s pure Sturges, but in terms of style, it’s Leisen all the way. If one used dance to

equate how each director handled slapstick, Leisen would have been Astaire and Rogers while Sturges was clearly the Nicholas Brothers
– ballroom vs. shuck n’ jive all the way.

“Easy Living” is a terrific 30s romantic comedy – a perfect blend of sensibilities that would, on the surface seem to be in diametric
opposition, but deep down, with Sturges writing and Leisen directing, making (as it were) beautiful music together. And that is
something to cherish.Several things distinguish Easy Living but the two that stand out for me are Preston Sturges and Jean Arthur.
While the movie isn’t directed by Sturges (it was directed by Mitchell Leisen), he wrote the screenplay and does it ever show.

Greg Klymkiw (www.dailyfilmdose.com)

Jean Arthur - The Reclusive Movie Star
Arthur was born Gladys Georgianna Greene in Plattsburgh, New York to Protestant parents. She reputedly took her stage name from
two of her greatest heroes, Joan of Arc and King Arthur. Presaging many of her later film roles, she worked as a stenographer on Bond
Street in lower Manhattan during World War I.  She was married twice first  to photographer Julian Anker in 1928, which was annulled
after one day, then she married producer Frank Ross, Jr. in 1932. They divorced in 1949. Arthur did not have any children.

Discovered by Fox Film Studios while she was doing commercial modeling in New York City in the early 1920s, Arthur debuted in the
silent film Cameo Kirby (1923), directed by John Ford, and made a few low-budget silent westerns and short comedies. She was selected
as one of the WAMPAS Baby Stars in 1929, but she became stuck in ingénue roles. It was her distinctive, throaty voice – in addition to
some stage training on Broadway in the early 1930s – that helped make her a star in the talkies.

In 1935, at age 34, she starred opposite Edward G. Robinson in the gangster farce The Whole Town's Talking, also directed by Ford, and
her popularity began to rise. By then, her hair, naturally brunette throughout the silent film portion of her career, was bleached blonde
and would stay that way. She was famous for maneuvering to be photographed and filmed almost exclusively from the left; Arthur
felt that her left was her best side, and worked hard to keep it in the fore. Frank Capra recounted that producer Harry Cohn described
Jean Arthur's imbalanced profile as "half of it's angel, and the other half horse."

The turning point in Jean Arthur's career came when she was chosen by director Frank Capra to star in Mr. Deeds Goes to Town. Capra
had spotted her in a daily rush from the film Whirlpool in 1934 and convinced Cohn to have Columbia Studios sign her for his next film
as a tough newspaperwoman who falls in love with a country bumpkin millionaire. Arthur co-starred in three celebrated 1930s Capra
films: her role opposite Gary Cooper in 1936 in Mr. Deeds Goes to Town made her a star, while her fame was cemented with You Can't
Take It With You (1938) and Mr. Smith Goes to Washington in 1939, both with James Stewart. She was re-teamed with Cooper, playing
Calamity Jane in Cecil B. DeMille's The Plainsman (1936), and appeared as a working girl, her typical role, in Mitchell Leisen's 1937
screwball comedy Easy Living opposite Ray Milland. So strong was her box office appeal by 1939 that she was one of four finalists that
year for the role of Scarlett O'Hara in Gone with the Wind; the film's producer, David O. Selznick, had briefly romanced Arthur in the
late 1920s when they both were with Paramount Pictures.
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She continued to star in films such as Howard Hawks' Only Angels Have Wings in 1939, with love interest
Cary Grant, 1942's The Talk of the Town, directed by George Stevens (also with Grant), and again for
Stevens as a government clerk in 1943's The More the Merrier, for which Jean Arthur was nominated
for the Academy Award for Best Actress (losing to Jennifer Jones in The Song of Bernadette). As a
result of being in the doghouse with studio boss Harry Cohn, her fee for The Talk of the Town (1942) was
only $50,000 while her male co-stars Grant and Ronald Colman received upwards of $100,000 each.
Arthur remained Columbia's top star until the mid-1940s, when she left the studio and Rita Hayworth
took over as the studio's reigning queen. Stevens famously called her "one of the greatest comediennes
the screen has ever seen", while Capra credited her as "my favorite actress".

Arthur "retired" when her contract with Columbia Pictures expired in 1944. She reportedly ran through
the studio's streets, shouting "I'm free, I'm free!" For the next several years, she turned down virtually
all film offers, the two exceptions being Billy Wilder's A Foreign Affair (1948), in which she played a

congresswoman and rival of Marlene Dietrich, and as a homesteader's wife in the classic Western Shane (1953), which turned out to
be the biggest box-office hit of her career. The latter was her final film, and the only color film she appeared in.

Arthur's post-retirement work in theater was intermittent, somewhat curtailed by her longstanding shyness and discomfort about
her chosen profession. Capra claimed she vomited in her dressing room between scenes, yet emerged each time to perform a flawless
take. According to John Oller's biography Jean Arthur: The Actress Nobody Knew (1997), Arthur developed a kind of stage fright
punctuated with bouts of psychosomatic illnesses. A prime example was in 1945, when she was cast in the lead of the Garson Kanin
play Born Yesterday. Her nerves and insecurity got the better of her and she left the production before it reached Broadway, opening
the door for Judy Holliday to take the part.

Arthur did score a major triumph on Broadway in 1950, starring in an adaptation of Peter Pan playing the Boy Who Wouldn't Grow Up
when she was almost 50. She tackled the role of her namesake, Joan of Arc, in a 1954 stage production of George Bernard Shaw's Saint
Joan, but she left the play after a nervous breakdown and battles with director Harold Clurman.

In 1966, the extremely reclusive Arthur tentatively returned to show business, playing Patricia Marshall, an attorney, on her own
television sitcom, The Jean Arthur Show, which was cancelled mid-season by CBS after only twelve episodes. Ron Harper played her
son, attorney Paul Marshall.

In 1967, she was coaxed back to Broadway to appear as a midwestern spinster who falls in with a group of hippies in the play The
Freaking Out of Stephanie Blake. William Goldman, in his book The Season reconstructed the disastrous production, which eventually
closed during previews when Arthur refused to go on.

Arthur next decided to teach drama, first at Vassar College and then the North Carolina School of the Arts. While teaching at Vassar,
she stopped a rather stridently overacted scene performance and directed the students' attention to a large tree growing outside the
window of the performance space, advising the students on the art of naturalistic acting: "I wish people knew how to be people as
well as that tree knows how to be a tree." Her students at Vassar included the young Meryl Streep. Arthur recognized Streep's talent
and potential very early on and after watching her performance in a Vassar play, Arthur said it was "like watching a movie star."

Then, in 1975, the Broadway play First Monday in October, about the first female Supreme Court justice, was written especially with
Arthur in mind, but once again she succumbed to extreme stage fright and quit the production shortly into its out-of-town run in
Cleveland. After the First Monday in October incident, Arthur then retired for good, retreating to her oceanside home in Carmel,
California, steadfastly refusing interviews until her resistance was broken down by the author of a book on her one-time director
Capra. Arthur once famously said that she’d rather have her throat slit than do an interview.

Jean Arthur died from heart failure at the age of 90. Her ashes were scattered at sea near Carmel-by-the-Sea, California. It is unknown
if she had heard of the death of Joan Caulfield, who had married Frank Ross, Jr. after Arthur's divorce from him. She had died the day
before Arthur at the age of 69.

Upon her death film reviewer Charles Champlin wrote the following in the Los Angeles
Times:

To at least one teenager in a small town (though I’m sure we were a multitude), Jean
Arthur suggested strongly that the ideal woman could be — ought to be — judged by
her spirit as well as her beauty… The notion of the woman as a friend and confidante,
as well as someone you courted and were nuts about, someone whose true beauty
was internal rather than external, became a full-blown possibility as we watched Jean
Arthur.

For her contribution to the motion picture industry, Jean Arthur has a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame at 6331 Hollywood Blvd. The Jean Arthur Atrium was her gift to
the Monterey Institute of International Studies in Monterey, California.

- Wikipedia
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